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The MLI:  

JEEVAN AMRIT PROJECT SUPPORT IN BK AND SURAT DIST. 

Objective:  

To strengthen, modernize and maintain the RO plant facilities along with creating a visible 
branding for impact. 

Venues: DELANKOT –ASODAR (BK DIST) SUVALI (SURAT-HAZIRA  DIST)  

 

The event: Jeevan Amrit is a flagship project of VEDANTA- CAIRN in Gujarat. This project is 
implemented by CEDRA in due consultation with local Jeevan Amrit Pay jal Samiti (Village water 
Committees) Villages. 

The Repair and Maintenance alongside Branding: 

The Repair and Maintenance always require proper technical and other guidance alongside 
financial support. It also helps the plants to sustain for longer period with quality outputs. 
Branding helps in creating long lasting visual impact among the beneficiaries.  Some required 
branding was done for sound visibility and to take care of new logo of VEDANTA - CAIRN . 

Name of ROs (Jeevan Amrit Payjal Samitis) where repair and Maintenance are done: 

1. Delankot- BK dist 
2. Asodar – BK dist 

Above plants were processed through CIP cleaning along with due servicing as it was facing 
problem of membrane. CEDRA coordinator along with technical expert did this job and resolved 
the issue and made both the plant fully operational.   

Name of ROs (Jeevan Amrit Payjal Samitis)  where Rapair and Branding  done: 

1. Suvali – Surat-Hazira dist 

The ATW (Water Dispensing Machine) Cabinet 

VEDANTA- CAIRN has also installed a RO plant in Sayali of  Surat district where ATW was needed 
accordingly same was acquired and installed. It was then decided to tighten the security of ATW 
machine. Accordingly a stainless steel cabinet was fixed over the ATM to provide protection to 
ATW against all the possible security threats.  



CEDRA director remained present for three days and guided the whole process alongside the 
CSR Manager Mr. Avinash Raval and HR head Mr. Kiran and the Sarpanch and local NGO. 

   

 



 

Increased the Water tank Platform height 

Since the platform of water tank was little lower level the force of the water was less during dispensing  
via ATW machines so it was decided to increase the hight of the platform for  water tank so that people 
get the water with proper force and the filling time is lesser.  

Color work at RO 

Alongside this it was also decided to do color work at Suvali RO plant so that it is maintained properly 
and the branding has proper impact and visibility.  

 

VEDANTA - CAIRN supported the initiative under the MLI activities in partnership with CEDRA 
NGO.  CEDRA, as an implementing partner helped in organizing the event and also made sure 
that we get proper acknowledgement.  

CAIRN Operation and HR heads, CSR Manager, HLFPTP National coordinator,CEDRA Director , 
Sarapanch and othe local leaders remianed present during the event.  

 

 



 

Before water tank base height   

 

After water tank base height   

 

 

 

 



 

Before color work 

 

After Color work 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Before Color Work of Frame 

 



 

After Color Work of Frame 

 

Before Color Work of Shatter 

 



 

After Color Work of Shatter 

 

During the work of water tank height and color work  

 

 



 

 

 


